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Practice 
Area 

Title Description Author 

Academic Law Evidence (Essential Law Text) 
1st edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414066359; €60 
 

Evidence provides practitioners and students with a 
comprehensive, easy to understand analysis of the law 
of evidence. It covers the latest developments in this 
ever-evolving field, including brand new areas such as 
social media evidence and EU law-based exclusion of 
evidence. 
 
Published February 2019 

Matthew Holmes 

Academic Law Irish Land Law- A Casebook 
1st edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414080355; €45 

Irish Land Law: A Casebook presents the leading cases 
and legislative provisions in Irish land law in an 
accessible format. Each chapter explains the principles 
for the topic in an easy-to-understand manner. The 
seminal cases for each area are included in the book, 
as well as newer cases. Topics covered include: 
ownership; licences, rights of residence, proprietary 
estoppel and constructive trusts; adverse possession; 
mortgages; family property; co-ownership; succession 
law; incorporeal hereditaments; landlord & tenant law; 
human rights and land law. 
 
Published October 2020 

Amina Adanan & Neil 
Maddox 

Administrative 
Law 

Administrative Law in Ireland 
5th edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414071834; €455 
ProView: 9780414075917; €455 
Print & ProView: 9780414075900; 
€579 

For over 30 years, Hogan and Morgan has been the 
leading work on administrative law and judicial review 
in Ireland. 
This new edition of Administrative Law in Ireland 
provides practitioners, public servants and students 
with a comprehensive and definitive analysis of the 
creation, structure and legal regulation of the 
contemporary Irish administrative state. 
 
Published December 2019 

Gerard Hogan, David 
Gwynn Morgan & Paul 
Daly 

Administrative 
Law 

Judicial Review 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414054486; €445 

To be published: December 2021 Conleth Bradley 

Administrative 
Law 

Judicial Review of Criminal 
Proceedings 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414078239; €295 
ProView: 9780414083202; €295 
Print & ProView: 9780414083189; 
€384 

The second edition of Judicial Review of Criminal 
Proceedings by Derek Dunne contains a fully up to 
date exposition and analysis of judicial review as it 
applies at all stages of criminal proceedings. It 
incorporates a thorough and detailed analysis of the 
new Order 84 of the Rules of the Superior Courts that 
came into effect shortly after the publication of the 
first edition in 2011, as well as all important case law 
of the superior courts and all legislative developments 
in the time since. 
 
Published January 2021 

Derek Dunne 

Banking & 
Finance 

Banking Law 
4th edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414061774; €507 
ProView: 9780414061781; €507 
Print & ProView: 97804140617982; 
€660 

Banking Law provides practitioners with a 
comprehensive analysis of all aspects of Irish law 
relating to banks and banking services. There is 
extensive analysis of the new regulatory structures 
under the EU Capital Requirements regime, and the 
new edition discusses important Irish developments in 
terms of statute and case law. 
 
Published December 2018  

John Breslin & 
Elizabeth Corcoran 

Banking & 
Finance 

The Central Bank Acts 
1st edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414073135; €295 

The legislative framework for regulated financial 
services in Ireland is notably complex and, as yet, 
unconsolidated. The Central Bank Acts 1942 - 2018 and 
the Financial Services and Pensions Ombudsman Act 

John Freeman 



ProView: 9780414075887; €295 
Print & ProView: 9780414075870; 
€383.50 

2017 provide the basic architecture for the financial 
system. They set the regulatory perimeter in some 
significant areas, significantly shape the rights of 
customers, and define the functions and powers of the 
key players: the Central Bank of Ireland, the Appeals 
Tribunal, and Financial Services and Pensions 
Ombudsman. 
 
Published December 2019 

Banking & 
Finance 

Financial Services Law in Ireland 
1st edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414052499; €431 
ProView: 9780414085312; €431 
Print & ProView: 9780414069596; 
€560 
 

This new title provides a novel and overdue analysis of 
the regulation of financial services law in Ireland. It 
discusses the theory and practice of regulation, and 
outlines the tools and mechanisms available to 
regulators both at domestic and EU levels. It highlights 
the supervisory and enforcement powers available to 
the Central Bank and the oversight responsibilities of 
the courts and other agencies involved in the 
resolution of disputes, such as the Financial Services 
Ombudsman. 
 
Published June 2018 

Finbarr Murphy 

Banking & 
Finance 

The Law of Credit and Security 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414080539; €345 
ProView: 9780414085312; €489 
Print & ProView: 9780414064799; 
€354 
 
 

To be published: July 2021 Mary Donnelly 

Banking & 
Finance 

Mortgages: Law and Practice 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414061736; €267 

Mortgages Law and Practice is the only modern work 
to deal exclusively with drafting, registration and 
enforcement of mortgages. As such, the book will be 
of use to both solicitors and barristers who seek 
guidance on the intricacies of the law on mortgages. It 
also clarifies the various procedures to be followed 
when pursuing a mortgage suit. 
 
Published October 2017 

Neil Maddox 

Commercial 
Law 

Commercial Law 
3rd edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414089501: €140 

Commercial Law covers everything you need to know, 
from sale of goods and supply of services, to finance, 
insurance and international trade. The book examines 
the private law framework within which trade and 
commerce is conducted and provides you with an 
accessible, up-to-date description and critical analysis 
of the main areas of commercial law in Ireland, with 
reference to other jurisdictions where relevant. 
 
To be published October 2021 

Fidelma White 

Company Law The Companies Act 2014: Annotated 
and Consolidated  
2018 Edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414064775; €273 
ProView: 9780414064782; €273 
Print & ProView: 9780414064799; 
€354 
 

The Companies Act 2014 is the longest Act in the 
history of the State, and consolidates 32 pieces of pre-
existing primary and secondary legislation. The Act 
also introduces numerous radical reforms to existing 
company law. The Companies Act 2014 2018 edition: 
Annotated and Consolidated is the essential annotated 
reference to the legislation and the successor to the 
Combined Companies Acts, first published by Crowe in 
1989. This 2018 edition has been fully updated to 
include additional pieces of legislation now 
incorporated into the Act. 
 
Published June 2018 

Brian Conroy 

Company Law Company Law 
5th edition 
 

The new edition of Company Law has been specially 
written with the busy accountant, company secretary 
and legal practitioner in mind. It contains a complete 

Michael Forde & Hugh 
Kennedy 



Paperback: 9780414056350 €125 analysis of all aspects of Company Law, other than 
insolvency issues. Most importantly this edition 
incorporates the entirely new Companies Act 2014 
including the new rules and reforms under the Act. 
Company Law gives a comprehensive account of the 
law governing Irish-registered companies, explaining 
the 2014 Act and referencing all related leading cases 
on the subject. 
 
Published March 2017 

Contract Law Contract Law in Ireland 
8th edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414056367 €136 

The eighth edition of this bestselling Irish Contract Law 
text includes a number of important, and landmark, 
legislative changes that have taken place since the last 
edition, for example the Assisted Decision-Making 
(Capacity) Act from late 2015 and many more. Also 
included in this edition are developments in case law 
from Irish jurisdictions as well as England and Wales 
and elsewhere in the Commonwealth. 
 
Published September 2016 

Professor Robert Clark 

Conveyancing Discovery and Disclosure 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414071315; €345 
ProView: 9780414071339; €345 
Print & ProView: 9780414071322; 
€449 

The latest edition of our leading text Discovery and 
Disclosure is now available from Round Hall. It is the 
only up to date Irish text dedicated to discovery and 
disclosure, and the only text covering disclosure in 
both criminal and civil matters. 
 
Published June 2019 

William Abrahamson,  
James Dwyer &  
Andrew Fitzpatrick 

Criminal Law Criminal Liability 
2nd edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414072152; €145 

This work provides a systematic treatment of the 
general principles of criminal liability. It contains a 
detailed description and analysis of a broad range of 
topics. Distinctive features of this work are its strongly 
historical approach and the extensive use of 
comparative materials. It takes a theoretical approach 
to the subject, its main emphasis being placed on the 
way criminal liability is managed in practice by the 
courts. The principles of liability are each examined for 
internal consistency and mutual compatibility. The 
book gives an examination of the different forms of 
liability, and draws firm conclusions on the limits of 
criminal liability in Ireland. 
 
To be published: October 2021 

Finbarr McAuley & 
Paul McCutcheon 

Criminal Law Criminal Procedure in the District 
Court 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414078499; €175 

This title is an essential brief-case companion for 
anyone practising criminal law in the District Court, 
providing detailed analysis in an accessible, user-
friendly style and layout. Criminal Procedure in the 
District Court provides a complete explanation of the 
workings of the District Court, alongside an in-depth 
analysis of the related rules, case law and legislation. 
As well as answering many of the procedural questions 
that arise in the District Court,it also provides useful 
defences in respect of the most commonly prosecuted 
criminal offences, e.g. Public Order offences 
 
To be published: September 2021 

Genevieve Coonan & 
Kate O'Toole 

Criminal Law Drunken Driving 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414085039; €195 
ProView: 9780414085077; €195 
Print & ProView: 9780414085053; 
€254 

The book is a comprehensive update on the area of 
drunken driving and related intoxicant offences. It 
provides detailed analysis of recent significant cases 
and legislative updates. It also provides a user friendly 
guide for court and for reference.  
 
Published May 2021 

David Staunton 

Criminal Law Offences Handbook 
2019 edition 
 

The Offences Handbook 2019 is a fully indexed guide 
to the most up-to-date Criminal and Road Traffic 
offences extracted from Round Hall Consolidated Road 

 



Paperback: 9780414073913; €95 
ProView: 9780414084582; €95 
Print & ProView: 9780414084575; 
€124 

Traffic Legislation and Goldberg, Consolidated Criminal 
Legislation looseleafs. The handbook is set out in easy-
to-use tabular format (in a portable paperback), which 
allows the user to quickly identify the relevant 
statute/statutory instrument, section number, offence 
and penalty with minimal navigation. It includes 
reference to, and amendments by, various recent Acts 
and non-textual amendments that affect penalties and 
fines across both areas of law and lists in excess of 
1,000 offences. Each entry comprises the enabling 
provision, a description of the offence, and the most 
up to date penalty for the offence. 
 
Published December 2019 

Criminal Law Sentencing Law and Practice 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414038066; €322 

Sentencing Law and Practice provides judges and 
practitioners with a comprehensive and reliable 
analysis of Irish sentencing law, with particular 
emphasis on general principles, it also analyses all 
recent legislation and its implications for sentencing 
practice. Extensive use is made of comparative law for 
illustrative purposes. 
 
Published June 2016 

Thomas O'Malley 

Criminal Law Sexual Offences 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414074873; €345 
ProView: 9780414074897; €345 
Print & ProView: 9780414074880; 
€449 

The third edition of Thomas O’Malley's Sexual 
Offences has been completely rewritten and updated 
to take into account of the recent legislation and case 
law in this highly important area of our criminal law. 
Since the first edition was published in 1996, there 
have been many significant developments including 
laws on child trafficking and pornography and the 
revised law on sexual offences against children 
introduced in the wake of the Supreme Court decision 
in C.C v Ireland (2006). There has also been a great 
deal of case law on the prosecution, trial and 
punishment of sexual offences. 
 
To be published December 2021 

Thomas O'Malley 

Criminal Law Walsh on Criminal Procedure 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414035041; €431 
ProView: 9780414060500; €431 
Print & ProView: 9780414060517; 
€560 

Walsh on Criminal Procedure is a comprehensive 
treatment of all aspects of criminal procedure from 
police powers of investigation right through to post-
sentencing processes. The second edition responds to 
recent developments by offering a comprehensive, 
expert and accessible analysis of all aspects of Irish 
criminal procedure. A consistent theme throughout is 
an emphasis on comprehensive detail and clarity with 
the needs of both prosecution and defence in mind. 
 
Published November 2016 

Professor Dermot 
Walsh 

Damages Damages 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414074842; €265 
ProView: 9780414074859; €265 
Print & ProView: 9780414074866; 
€345 

The second edition of Damages is designed as a 
reference work for practitioners who deal with day-to-
day litigation and advisory work. It is written to assist 
lawyers on discreet issues on quantum and recent 
practice with the calculation of damages, together 
with academic commentary. 
 
Published April 2021 

Tadhg Dorgan & Peter 
McKenna 

Defamation The Law of Defamation 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414074842; €228 
ProView: 9780414074859; €228 
Print & ProView: 9780414084544; 
€296 

The new edition of The Law of Defamation provides 
practitioners and media professionals with the latest 
significant case law, along with a comprehensive but 
straightforward analysis of the developing law of libel 
in Ireland. All chapters have been revised and 
rewritten to incorporate recent developments. 
 
Published December 2018 

John Maher 



Dispute 
Resolution 

Arbitration Law 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414067240; €322 
ProView: 9780414067288; €322 
Print & ProView: 9780414067295; 
€419 

Arbitration Law, third edition, provides a 
comprehensive statement and analysis of arbitration 
law in Ireland. It explains the practice and procedure 
for arbitrations conducted in Ireland and provides a 
definitive analysis of the main applications that can be 
made to the High Court under the Arbitration Act 
2010. 
 
Published October 2018 

Arran Dowling-Hussey 
& Derek Dunne 

Employment Cyber Law and Employment 
1st edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414036963; €354 

This cutting edge book examines the transformative 
effect of the internet and social media on the 
employment relationship, and how this presents new 
challenges for lawmakers and the courts alike. 
The authors examine the theoretical and legal 
frameworks which underpin privacy, data protection, 
free speech and property rights and interests. The 
authors apply these principles to the challenges 
presented by internet speech, with particular 
emphasis on the employment relationship. 
The book spans the pre-employment stage of 
recruitment, the period of the employment contract 
itself, and the post-employment phase dealing with 
such issues as defamation, privacy and surveillance, 
cyber bullying and harassment, damage to business 
reputation, theft of confidential business information 
and the remedies available when breaches of rights 
occur. 
 
Published April 2016 

Pauline Walley & 
Cliona Kimber 

Employment Employment Equality Law 
(Supplement to 2012 Hardback) 
 
Paperback: 9780414032248; €95 
 

Employment Equality Law covers not just sex equality, 
but all aspects of employment equality law covered by 
the Employment Equality Acts 1998-2011. It covers 
Irish law, as well as EU law and decisions of the 
European Court of Justice, and on occasion, important 
precedents from other jurisdictions. 
 
To be published: December 2021 

Marguerite Bolger, 
Claire Bruton & Cliona 
Kimber 

Employment Employment Law 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414061743; €345 
ProView: 9780414061750; €345 
Print & ProView: 9780414061767; 
€449 

The new edition of Employment Law comprises a 
diverse range of sources which make up this body of 
law namely contract, tort, public, constitutional, 
statute, EU and case law. The new edition provides an 
extensive commentary on all aspects of employment 
law. All chapters have been revised to incorporate 
recent developments. 
 
To be published September 2021 

Frances Meenan 

Employment Organisation of Working Time 
1st edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414073074; €136 
ProView: 9780414085305; €136 
Print & ProView: 9780414085299; 
€177 

The Organisation of Working Time Act 1997 
implements what is now Parliament and Council 
Directive 2003/88/EC. The 1997 Act regulates 
minimum daily and weekly rest periods and other rests 
and intervals at work; weekly working hours; nightly 
working hours; and annual leave and public holidays. 
With effect from 4 March 2019, the 1997 Act was 
amended by the Employment (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 2018 inserting new provisions on zero-
hour contracts and banded hours. 
The Directive and the 1997 Act have generated a 
considerable amount of case law on issues such as the 
meaning of "working time"; the extent of an 
employer's obligation to ensure that employees take 
their rest breaks and periods; and under what 
circumstances can annual leave accrue during periods 
of sick leave, all of which is fully considered in the 
annotations to the 1997 Act. Particular attention is 
paid to areas where the 1997 Act appears not to be in 

Anthony Kerr 



compliance with the Directive as interpreted by the 
Court of Justice. 
This text includes all the Directives, including those 
covering the various transport sectors, and the 
Statutory Instruments relating to working time, 
together with the fully consolidated and annotated 
text of the 1997 Act, and the relevant provisions of the 
Workplace Relations Act 2015. 
 
Published June 2019 

Employment Protected Disclosures Act 2014 
1st edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414065628; €136 

The Protected Disclosures Act 2014 introduced generic 
whistleblowing legislation and has been described as 
being a complex and confusing piece of legislation. 
This new text includes the Protected Disclosure Act 
fully annotated with reference to relevant case law, 
articles and parliamentary debates. The book is an 
easy-to-understand reference that provides you with 
invaluable analysis and interpretation. 
 
Published November 2017 

Anthony Kerr & 
Lauren Kierans 

Employment Termination of Employment Statutes 
5th edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414060630; €136 

Termination of Employment Statutes is a practical text 
that extracts all the Acts and Regulations relating to 
termination of employment from Irish Employment 
Legislation, a Round Hall looseleaf service recognised 
as the definitive reference source on employment law 
in Ireland. All material is fully consolidated and 
annotated by a practising barrister and university 
lecturer and supplemented with amendment details, 
interpretative cases, EAT guidelines and cross-
references. From unfair dismissals to redundancy 
payments, Termination of Employment Statutes is the 
ideal, concise but comprehensive resource. 
 
Published October 2016 

Anthony Kerr 

Environmental 
Law 

Environmental Law 
 
Hardback: 9780414077393; €445 
 
 

Both EU and International law impose increasingly 
significant obligations in the context of environmental 
law. As a consequence of this, environmental law in 
Ireland has grown in complexity and importance, 
evolving significantly in recent years. 
This first edition by Tom Flynn BL provides an up-to-
date and comprehensive analysis of this dynamic and 
particularly complex and technical area of the law. 
 
To be published: October 2021 

Thomas Flynn 

Evidence McGrath on Evidence 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414081772; €425 
ProView: 9780414084322; €425 
Print & ProView: 9780414081789; 
€553 

McGrath on Evidence, by Declan McGrath and Emily 
Egan McGrath, is the third edition of the definitive 
book on evidence and is a must-have for the serious 
practitioner. Part of the Round Hall Brehon Library, 
McGrath on Evidence is unique in its breadth of 
coverage, scope and detail. This essential practitioner 
work concentrates on Irish case law in relation to the 
Law of Evidence but also discusses relevant 
jurisprudence from other jurisdictions. It deals not only 
with the law of evidence as it applies to criminal trials, 
but also the rules applicable in civil trials. 
 
Published December 2020 

Declan McGrath & 
Emily Egan McGrath 

Highways Highways 
1st edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414081338; €175 
ProView: 9780414087040; €175 
Print & ProView: 9780414087033; 
€228 

Highways by Peter Bland represents the first dedicated 
commentary on the Irish law in this area. It provides a 
comprehensive and practical analysis of the law of 
public roads, public rights of way and the liability of 
the road authority. 
Cases involving the public road comprise a significant 
proportion of civil litigation. The Irish law relating to 
the liability of the road authority for dangers arising on 

Peter Bland SC 



the public road requires clarification and has, to date, 
suffered from a lack of analysis. 
This work provides a complete and up-to-date review 
of the law of public roads, including creation, 
maintenance, management, EIA, AA, compulsory 
purchase and compensation, trading and bridges. 
 
Published December 2020 

Immigration Immigration and Citizenship Law 
1st edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414034839; €245 

Immigration and Citizenship Law is the first 
comprehensive statement of Irish Immigration, free 
movement, and citizenship law. It provides the 
practitioner with a clear overview of these areas of 
Irish law, and succinct analyses of the key legal issues, 
referring to reported and unreported decisions of the 
courts, legislation and administrative schemes. 
 
Published December 2017 

John Stanley 

Insurance Law Buckley on Insurance Law 
5th edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414090255; €TBC 
 

Insurance Law is the authoritative work on the subject 
of Irish Insurance law and is the reference of choice for 
all practitioners. The book is now the acknowledged 
reference on matters of Insurance law in Ireland and is 
cited authoritatively in the courts and in arbitrations. 
 
To be published: September 2021 

Austin Buckley 

Land Law Lyall on Land Law 
4th edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414066342; €100 
ProView: 9780414084537; €100 
Print & ProView: 9780414084520; 
€130 

Unprecedented Changes to Irish Land Law 2009 saw 
the introduction of the most far-reaching changes to 
the system of land law in Ireland since the middle 
ages. Your Complete Guide - Updated and fully revised 
Updated and fully revised to take account of Irish land 
law after a vast array of amending legislation. 
 
Published July 2018 

Andrew Lyall, Noel 
McGrath & Niamh 
Howlin 

Landlord & 
Tenant 

Landlord and Tenant Law 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414061804; €195 
ProView: 9780414073524; €195 
Print & ProView: 9780414073517; 
€254 
 
 

The second edition of Landlord and Tenant Law, the 
Residential Sector provides a comprehensive overview 
of the law relating to residential tenancies. The text 
simplifies the complexities of the Residential Tenancies 
Act 2004 and amending legislation, including the 
recently enacted Residential Tenancies (Amendment) 
Act 2019. It provides commentary on reported and 
unreported decisions of the Courts, as well as tribunal 
decisions of the Residential Tenancies Board. The text 
includes practical examples and precedents for legal 
practitioners and those involved in the residential 
sector more generally, including landlords, tenants and 
letting agents. It is also a comprehensive reference 
source for students and academics. 
 
Published May 2020 

Jennifer Ring & Una 
Cassidy 

Legal System Civil Procedure in the Circuit Court 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414067257; €315 
ProView: 9780414067264; €315 
Print & ProView: 9780414067271; 
€410 

Civil Procedure in the Circuit Court, third edition, 
provides the practitioner with a comprehensive and 
definitive analysis of civil practice and procedure in 
this Court. It provides an extensive commentary of the 
Circuit Court Rules, referring to reported and 
unreported decisions of the courts, legislation and 
practice directions. 
 
Published November 2018 

Karl Dowling & Susan 
Martin 

Litigation Civil Proceedings and the State 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414035102; €459 
ProView: 9780414082144; €459 
Print & ProView: 9780414082137; 
€597 

The 3rd edition of Civil Proceedings and the State 
provides the practitioner with a comprehensive and 
definitive analysis of the practice of public and 
administrative law in the State. In addition to 
containing an authoritative and fully updated 
commentary on the applicable statutes, rules of court 
and practice directions, it includes a completely 

Anthony M Collins & 
James O'Reilly 



revised set of precedents, thereby facilitating the 
application of the law. 
 
Published September 2019 

Litigation Pre-emptive Remedies in 
Commercial Litigation 
1st edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414061811; €275 
ProView: 9780414073500; €275 
Print & ProView: 9780414073494; 
€358 

Pre-emptive Remedies in Commercial Litigation 
provides a comprehensive guide to pre-trial remedies 
in Irish commercial litigation. It addresses a lacuna in 
current Irish legal titles and as such there is no 
competing work in print. Several of the remedies 
discussed within are already the individual subjects of 
legal titles however this work provides a one-stop, up-
to-date point of reference for the busy legal 
practitioner. This new title provides the practitioner 
with a comprehensive and definitive analysis of pre-
emptive judicial remedies available in Ireland, from the 
perspectives of both plaintiff and defendant 
commercial litigants. 
 
Published July 2019 

Heather Mahon 

Litigation Debt Recovery Handbook 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414065161; €158 

Debt Recovery Handbook provides practitioners with a 
straightforward and practical guide to the debt 
recovery process, which has seen major change in the 
last 10 years. The book covers new court rules, 
legislative changes, important judgments as well as the 
impact of the Personal Insolvency Act and new 
bankruptcy rules. 
 
Published December 2017 

Martin Daly 

Litigation Delany and McGrath on Civil 
Procedure 
4th edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414066335; €485 
ProView: 9780414066632; €631 
Print & ProView: 9780414066625; 
€485 

The fourth edition of Delany and McGrath on Civil 
Procedure provides comprehensive analysis of the 
main areas of civil practice and procedure in the 
Superior Courts. It contains in depth commentary on 
the key aspects of procedure in the High Court, Court 
of Appeal and Supreme Court and refers to relevant 
case law, primary and secondary legislation and 
practice directions. 
 
Published March 2018 

Hilary Biehler, Declan 
McGrath & Emily Egan 
McGrath 

Litigation Enforcement of Judgments 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414071421; €175 
ProView: 9780414071445; €175 
Print & ProView: 9780414071438; 
€228.00 

Enforcement of Judgments, 2nd edition is a 
comprehensive and practical guide for legal 
practitioners with an enforcement query. It provides 
coverage of recent decisions and developments in 
legislation and Rules of Court relating to all important 
post-judgment remedies including attachment of 
debts, orders of possession, judgment mortgages, 
discovery in aid of execution, instalment orders, 
charging orders, stop orders, the sheriff, orders of 
delivery and sequestration, attachment and committal 
and enforcement of ADR awards. 
 
Published June 2019 

Sam Collins 

Litigation Injunctions Law and Practice 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414080218; €265 
Proview: 9780414082991; €265 
Print & Proview: 9780414082984; 
€345 

The new edition of Injunctions Law and Practice 
provides a comprehensive overview of both the law in 
relation to injunctions. It is written and laid out in a 
way that aids quick consultation by a busy practitioner, 
as well as guiding anyone who wishes to gain a more 
in-depth understanding of the law and practice in this 
area. The third edition analyses all the major 
judgments delivered by the Superior Courts since the 
last edition in 2015, and identifies material changes to 
both the Rules of the Superior Courts and practice in 
the courts. 
 
October 2020 

Brendan Kirwan 



Litigation Limitation of Actions 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414056541; €267 
 

Limitation of Actions contains a complete examination 
of the time limits for commencing an action along with 
invaluable detail on how time runs. The new edition 
provides the practitioner with a comprehensive and 
definitive analysis of the time limits for civil 
proceedings and the limitation rules governing causes 
of action. The first edition of the textbook has been 
referred to in numerous decisions of the High Court 
and Supreme Court and it is the established 
practitioner text for this area of law. 
 
Published June 2016 

Martin Canny 

Litigation Summary Summons Practice and 
Procedure 
1st edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414088443; €175 

This new title provides an extensive analysis of 
practice and procedure in relation to summary 
summons. From initiating proceedings, to the hearing, 
appeals and documentation, this is a comprehensive 
guide to all matters relevant to proceedings. 
 
Published June 2021 

Kenneth P. Hyland 

Local 
Government 
Law 

Law of Local Government 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414073081; €345 
ProView: 9780414083585; €345 
Print & ProView: 9780414083578; 
€449.00 

Now entering its second edition, The Law of Local 
Government provides a comprehensive and definitive 
analysis of the law on local government, including the 
substantive and procedural provisions which are 
relevant for the application of law on local government 
and local authority legislative provisions. 
 
Published December 2020 

David Browne 

Mental Health The Mental Health Acts Annotated 
and Consolidated 
1st edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414077409; €145 

The Mental Health Acts Annotated and Consolidated: 
Case Law and Commentary provides persons who use 
mental health services, mental health professionals, 
legal practitioners and other stakeholders with a 
comprehensive overview of the legislation and 
recently enacted amending legislation. The annotation 
also provides commentary on the relevant case law 
and existing recommendations for law reform. 
 
To be published September 2021 

Mary Keys, Catriona 
Moloney, Charles 
O'Mahony 

Mental Health Powers of Attorney 
1st edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414059887; €93 

An update of the annotation to the original Powers of 
Attorney Act 1996 to take into account the recent 
signing into law of the Assisted Decision-Making 
(Capacity) Act 2015, which provides for new types of 
persons who can care for those losing their mental 
capacity and who can now make healthcare and a 
number of legal decisions on their behalf. 
This Act provides for the reform of the law relating to 
persons who require or may require assistance in 
exercising their decision-making capacity, whether 
immediately or in the future and as such, changes the 
face of the law in this area. 
 
Published November 2016 

Brian Gallagher & 
Niamh O'Herlihy 

Personal 
Injury Law 

The Law of Personal Injuries 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414056565; €267 
 

Dealing with all areas of personal injuries law 
legislatively, procedurally and jurisprudentially, this 
book provides a detailed and comprehensive review of 
the law and procedures and is written in a direct and 
accessible manner with legal practitioners in mind. In-
depth and up-to-date analysis of the law and the civil 
process make this book a must-have for those involved 
in the law of personal injuries. 
 
August 2016 

Colin Jennings, Barry 
Scannell & Dermot 
Sheehan 

Planning Law The Planning Acts 2000-2019: 
Annotated and Consolidated 
3rd edition 
 

The book provides a detailed and comprehensive 
analysis of each section of the Planning and 
Development Act 2000, which is conveniently 
consolidated into one volume. Detailed commentary is 

Stephen Dodd 



Hardback: 9780414031494; €275 provided by reference to case law and relevant 
planning regulations. 
 
To be published: December 2021 

Planning Law Simons on Planning Law 
3rd edition 
 
Hardback: 9781858006895; €445 
Proview: 9780414083851; €445 
Print & Proview: 9780414083844; 
€579 

The long-awaited new edition of Simons on Planning 
Law provides a comprehensive analysis of the area of 
planning law in Ireland, including developments in 
national and European case-law since the previous 
edition, and reflects legal developments in the area 
since 2007. 
Significant statutory changes have occurred since the 
previous edition, including the Planning and 
Development (Amendment) Acts of 2010, 2015, 2017 
and 2018, as well as the Planning and Development 
(Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016, all of 
which are dealt with in this volume. 
In addition, there have been over 100 statutory 
instruments and numerous decisions of the CJEU and 
national courts in the area of planning law in the 
intervening period, between editions. 
In the third instalment of this best-selling title, David 
Browne updates this comprehensive analysis of the 
area of planning law to include developments in 
national and European case-law. 
 
To be published May 2021 

David Browne 

Public 
Procurement 

Procurement Law in Ireland 
1st edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414050976; €402 
ProView: 9780414082083; €402 
Print & ProView: 9780414082052; 
€523 

This new text provides an overview of the principles of 
public procurement, thresholds and exclusions for 
public contracts, notification and procurement 
procedures, framework agreements and dynamic 
purchasing, and remedies and redress. It is an 
extensive evaluation of the substantive and procedural 
provisions applying to public procurement in this 
jurisdiction. This is a key text for legal practitioners and 
those working in the area of public procurement in 
local authorities, Government departments, utilities 
and potential contractors and bidders in the private 
sector. 
 
Published July 2018 

David Browne & 
Patrick McGovern 

Tort The Civil Liability Acts 
5th edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414065604; €136 

The Civil Liability Acts is a handy paperback that 
consolidates and annotates the Civil Liability Act 1961 
and the Civil Liability (Amendment) Act 1964. 
 
Published October 2017 

Anthony Kerr 

Tort Tort (Cases in a Nutshell) 
3rd edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414070448; €25 
 

This textbook is an easy-to-understand reference that 
provides you with invaluable analysis and 
interpretation and has been specifically designed with 
your examinations in mind. Each Chapter is designed 
to impart complex information in an accessible 
manner by presenting the law in a series of key 
principles supported by case law exemplifying the 
principles at work. 
 
Published February 2019 

Val Corbett 

Trusts Equity and the Law of Trusts in 
Ireland 
7th edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414074606; €125 
ProView: 9780414082007; €125 
Print & ProView: 9780414081994; 
€163 

Now in its seventh edition, Equity and the Law of 
Trusts in Ireland provides a comprehensive treatment 
and analysis of this area of the law. While it focuses on 
reviewing and analysing the law in this jurisdiction, 
extensive reference is also made to the relevant 
principles as they have developed in England and 
Wales, where appropriate, in other common law 
countries such as Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 
Recognised as a key text by both students and 
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practitioners, it also provides useful insights into likely 
future developments in this area of the law. 
 
Published November 2020 

Wills & 
Probate 

Keating on Probate 
6th edition 
Mainwork & Supplement 
 
Hardback & Paperback Supplement: 
9780414089129;  €390 
ProView: 9780414088955; €390 
Print & ProView: 9780414088948; 
€507 

Keating on Probate provides a comprehensive and in-
depth analysis of probate law, probate practice, 
administration and distribution of estates, and the 
practice and procedure in relation to probate motions 
and actions and statutory and equitable claims against 
estates. The 1st supplement to the 6th edition brings 
the main work up to date with all the recent 
developments. 
 
Hardback published August 2019 
Supplement published March 2021 

Albert Keating 

Wills & 
Probate 

The Law and Practice of Personal 
Representatives 
2nd edition 
 
Hardback: 9780414065321; €322 

The second edition of The Law and Practice of Personal 
Representatives provides a definitive version on the 
law relating to the appointment of executors and 
administrators, the administrative and distributive 
duties, powers and liabilities of personal 
representatives and the issue of costs and time limits 
for bringing such actions. 
 
Published October 2017 

Albert Keating 

Wills & 
Probate 

Practical Probate 
1st edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414074811; €55 
Proview: 9780414082175; €55 
Print & Proview: 9780414082151; 
€77 
 
 

The Probate Office has introduced changes intended 
to bring a degree of clarity to probate procedures for 
practitioners and to increase the efficiency of the 
Probate Office. These new rules will reduce the 
likelihood of papers being queried and are intended to 
make the system more legally robust and relevant. 
This text presents the reader with a practical approach 
to the issues that practitioners face on a day-to-day 
basis, and provides a succinct road map, setting out 
the steps that need to be taken in probate practice in a 
straightforward and clear manner. It focuses on the 
core issues surrounding probate practice; in particular: 
the validity of wills, inheritance rights, and the 
extraction of grants. 
 
Published March 2020 

Karl Dowling & Susan 
Martin 

Wills & 
Probate 

Probate Motions & Actions Relating 
to Wills & Intestacies 
1st edition 
 
Paperback: 9780414065383; €158 

Probate Motions and Actions Relating to Wills and 
Intestacies provides a comprehensive and in-depth 
account of probate issues that require motion 
procedure or probate actions instituted by plenary 
summons to resolve them, and issues that require 
administration actions, and constructions suits 
instituted by special summons to resolve them, and 
issues in equity that require equitable actions 
instituted by plenary summons to resolve them. 
 
Published October 2017 

Albert Keating 
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